
VALENTINO EYEWEAR – 2011 EYEWEAR COLLECTION   

Valentino’s new eyewear collection mixes danger and romance in frames for a woman with an 
unconventional soul. 
The collection’s retro flavour and avant-garde spirit create a star-quality look. 
 

RETRO CHIC 

These butterfly-shaped injected sunglasses – lit up by a Swarovski pavé frame - project vintage 
elegance (VAL 5766/S). 
They are available in all-black with dark grey lenses or with rhinestone details and graduated 
brown lenses. 
 
A metal line runs along the profile of these injected sunglasses, highlighting the large and flowing 
shape (VAL 5765/S). The timeless charm is reflected through the chic colours of dark red, black, 
petroleum and havana. 

CONTEMPORARY ROCK 

This futuristic design instils new life into these metal shield sunglasses. The large shape features a 
contrasting detail on the front with small pyramid-shaped studs (VAL 5751/s). The colours 
contribute to the mood of the model with light gold and ruthenium frames complete with dark grey 
or mirrored lenses.  

These metal aviator-shaped sunglasses  reveal a strong personality and new glamour. Their 
contemporary appeal lies in the elegant details, which include small, pyramid-shaped studs 
positioned at the sides of the lenses and ultra-slim temples (VAL 5752/S.) The sophisticated 
shades feature light touches of gold, ruthenium, dark blue, green or hazy brown. 

Elegant and contemporary, these acetate optical frames interpret a Fifties butterfly shape with rock 
influenced details, such as metal studs on the temples (VAL 5773). The colours play with 
appealing contrasts, such as blue/orange, peacock/hazelnut, black/grey, brown/orange. 

V-LOGO INSPIRATION 

The V-logo, a reinterpretation from the Valentino archives, emphasizes the acetate frame’s profile 
and provides an instantly recognizable detail (VAL 5762.) Elegant black/grey or hazelnut 
graduated glass shades enhance the oval, Fifties-inspired shape and are matched with either 
rouge-noir or green/yellow. 

The VALENTINO sunglasses and optical frames collection is manufactured and distributed by the 
Safilo Group. 
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